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Dec. 10 | Skate With Santa
Join Santa, and a few other special guests to glide around the Olympic-sized ice rink at the Olympic Oval. Join us from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. to refuel with a delicious cupcake to keep you going. You'll also get the chance to take your own photos with Santa before he leaves to go down the chimney. December 10th! You'll also get the chance to take your own photos with Santa before he leaves to go down the chimney.

Dec. 7 | 2023 Elders Teaching Series: Elder Florence Kelly
The O'Brien Institute for Public Health will host Stories of Nanabozho (trickster hero) on November 22nd. This public event will bring researchers, students, alumni, students, faculty and staff to the campus. The evening will feature a resource fair, pitches, prizes, and networking. The event will be held at the University of Calgary Technology Park.

Nov. 22 | Science in the Cinema Presents: Big Hero 6
The UCalgary's Faculty of Social Work is inviting alumni, students, faculty and staff to the campus. The event will feature a resource fair, pitches, prizes, and networking. The event will be held at the University of Calgary Technology Park.

Nov. 22 | Newcomer Founders in Tech Pitch Competition
Are you interested in pursuing your career in tech? Join us for the Newcomer Founders in Tech Pitch Competition on November 22nd as we celebrate the 25th year of this prestigious honour. Mike Fisher catches up with Ian Chiclo, Rahim Sajan, and other rising stars in tech. Accounting for duos and trios there are 45 individuals being recognized on Avenue Magazine's 2023 Top 40 Under 40 list – and it can also be stressful. Join an interactive interview to learn more about the future of tech.

Nov. 16 | MBA Information Happy Hour
Are you interested in pursuing your career in tech? Join us for the MBA Information Happy Hour on November 16th. The event will feature a resource fair, pitches, prizes, and networking. The event will be held at the University of Calgary Technology Park.

Nov. 15 | Celebrate Métis Week
The UCalgary's Faculty of Social Work is inviting alumni, students, faculty and staff to the campus. The event will feature a resource fair, pitches, prizes, and networking. The event will be held at the University of Calgary Technology Park.

November 15th is National Philanthropy Day! It's a day to recognize the power of generosity and the impact of philanthropy on our communities. UCalgary is part of a vibrant ecosystem as executive director at the University of Calgary. Jennifer Jensen, an innovator she welcomes and supports, is from small-business owner to leading innovation ecosystem, Jennifer Jensen, is part of a group of major players in the Calgary ecosystem. She's committed to changing social norms to advance the role of social innovation in every dimension of local area planning.

Innovation is a way of life. It's about creating new products, services, and processes that can improve people's lives. Jennifer Jensen believes that innovation is good for everyone. "Innovation is not just for the winners," she says. "It's for everyone." And that's something to celebrate.

As we celebrate the 25th year of this prestigious honour, Mike Fisher catches up with Ian Chiclo, Rahim Sajan, and other rising stars in tech. Accounting for duos and trios there are 45 individuals being recognized on Avenue Magazine's 2023 Top 40 Under 40 list – and it can also be stressful. Join an interactive interview to learn more about the future of tech.

The Art of The Nudge
Jennifer Jensen, a group of major players in the Calgary ecosystem, is part of a group of major players in the Calgary ecosystem. She's committed to changing social norms to advance the role of social innovation in every dimension of local area planning.

Industry Day: Find Your Future in Social Innovation
On November 15th, join us for Social Innovation Week YYC. A collaborative pilot program between UCalgary alumni and researchers will host Stories of Nanabozho (trickster hero) on November 22nd. This public event will bring researchers, students, faculty and staff to the campus. The evening will feature a resource fair, pitches, prizes, and networking. The event will be held at the University of Calgary Technology Park.

Social Innovation Week is integrating key initiatives into a comprehensive community action plan. The plan will focus on opportunities to attract new businesses and investment to the local area. It will also provide assistance, poverty-reduction, home safety and security.
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Alumni Engagement
Senior director of Alumni Engagement, Colleen Bangs, is part of a group of major players in the Calgary ecosystem. She's committed to changing social norms to advance the role of social innovation in every dimension of local area planning.

Colleen Bangs Awarded Order of the Rockies
On November 15th, join us for Social Innovation Week YYC. A collaborative pilot program between UCalguy alumni and researchers will host Stories of Nanabozho (trickster hero) on November 22nd. This public event will bring researchers, students, faculty and staff to the campus. The evening will feature a resource fair, pitches, prizes, and networking. The event will be held at the University of Calgary Technology Park.

Colleen Bangs has been recognized for her commitment to advancing social innovation in the local area. She's received the Order of the Rockies, the highest honour given by the University of Calgary. The order recognizes her leadership, innovation, and dedication to the community.

Who's been recognized?
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